What do you want for the future of our city?
The problems we are facing are real.
Homelessness
Homelessness created by systems
Have you any free food or free money or anything for free thanks donations please

Pay my support for good, honest money for great things might happen for you
Tauranga mother of six fears homelessness again in fruitless search for rental accommodation
Traffic woes spark new driving options

*The Baypark bus interchange is intended to be on the land north of the stadium. Picture: Google maps.*
Traffic delays to continue
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Housing affordability

Unaffordable houses take gloss off Tauranga lifestyle advantages
Tauranga out-ranks Auckland as NZ's most unaffordable city for housing
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Editorial: New warning systems vital for disaster preparedness
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User pays not working to recycle Tauranga rubbish

31 Jul, 2016 9:00am
Smart bins set to tackle Mt Maunganui's overflowing rubbish
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Cities are about people.
We want to become an internationally competitive city, with a higher standard of living for all.
Trade with 7 billion people around the globe or... 4.6 million New Zealanders?
We all benefit from addressing the issues we face as a growing city.
More economic and social vibrancy, more talented people, new businesses, and better jobs.
More choice around schools, sports and entertainment.
More people to share the costs of developing and running our city.
Investing in our future will benefit all of us.
What do you want for the future of our city?